,. Introduc tion Optical nuclear polarization (ONP) in pure and doped aromatic molecular crystals has been shown to result from the coupling of nuclear spins to spin polarized electronic triplet states populated in an optically driven excitation cycle [1, 2] .
The coupling may be provided by a static hyper fine interaction in an· electron triplet level crossing (LC) region ( 3] , by electron spin-nuclear spin relaxation resulting from a time dependent hyper fine interaction I 4] , or by externally applied radio frequency fields tuned to "forbidden" electron spin-nuclear spin transitions (5, 6] . A common feature of previous ONP experiment's is that the crystal under investigation is irradiated continuously with UV light in a constant magnetic f.ield until sufficient nuclear polarization develops to be detected by standard NMR techniques. Here we present a new class of ONP experiments, using pulsed UV irradiation together, with rapid field switching, designed to yield a dynamic picture of the ONP effect and the associated optical excitation cycle as well as to optimize the ONP.
To understand the strategy behind our experiments, consider the principle points of the mechanism for ONP induced by static hyperfine coupling [2, 3, 7] . First, UV excitation populates an electronic triplet state selectively, in the sense that the three electron spin sublevels are populated with different efficiencies. Second, electron spin relaxation occurs in the excited triplet state. There are in principle three different ( 4) relaxation rates, one for each .pairing of electron spin sublevels. Third, decay from the excited triplet state to the ground singlet state may again be selective, in the sense that the three electron spin sublevels may decay at different rates • . Selective population, relaxation and decay processes govern the creation and evolution of electron spin polarization. Being of purely electronic origin, these processes do not normally affect nuclear spins, since the energy splittings between electron spin sublevels are typically much larger than the hyperfine coupling.
However, in a narrow magnetic field region around.an electron spin level crossing, the hyperfine coupling mixes electron spin and nuclear spin states so that the same processes may create nuclear polarization. If ON·P is generated with continuous UV / irradiati.on, only the combined effects of population, relaxation, and decay can be observed. On the other hand, if a pulsed UV source is used to initiate all optical excitation cycles simultaneously, it should be possible to couple and decouple nuclear spins from particular processes witnin the cycle simply by switching the magnetic field into and out of the LC region.
The contributions of the various processes to the net ONP effect should then be observable. In addition, we should be able to extract kinetic parameters for relaxation and decay processes.
Methods and Materials
Our experiments make use of the two-phase technique employed in standard ONP experiments [2, 7] . In the polarization phase.
the sample is held in the fringe field of a 43.5 kG. (1) The ONP effect is significantly enhanced by field . swi tching when l' is short and t' is long. (3) Figure 2a shows that a field switch applied with T ~ 40 lJS., but well within the lifetime of the acridine triplet state, does not appreciably alter the observed ON?
Independent of any other measurements on the fluorene/acridine (7) system, we can most simply interpret the results in figure 2 Nuclear spin relaxation in the excited state is expected to be due to the ~ixing of electronic and nuclear spin states by the static hyperfine coupling. Thus, the nuclear spin relaxation rate W should be related to the pure electron spin relaxation n rate We by Wn '" C~f We' where C hf is a hyper fine mixing coefficient which varies between 2-1/2 at a LC and 0 at a p » a LC •
The acridine triplet lifetime has been measured by triptet (8) absorption studies to be TL = 300 ~s. at room temperature [ 12] • 'approaches the constant-field level when T is only 40 ~s. is evidence that the effect is even less than our estimate.
Conclusions
We have demonstrated the utility of pulsed ONP experiments (9) as a means of extracting dynamic, excited state parameters in a:: -. ,--.... Reference to a company or product name does not imply approval or recommendation of the product by th~ University of California or the U :S. Department of Energy to the exclusion of others that may be suitable.
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